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Title word cross-reference

$1.95$ [Smi61a]. $16.95$ [Hob02]. $2.50$ [Ano55a]. $2.75$ [Joh54a]. $24.95$
[Hob02]. $35.00$ [Dys02]. $5.75$ [Sit64b]. $\alpha$
[CG30, Gam29d, Gam30b, Gam32a, Gam33b, MP31, Rut27]. $\beta$
[AWCT09, Tur08]. $\beta$ [Gam33e, Gam34a, GT36, Gam37b, GT37]. $c$
[Gam39c]. $G$ [Gam39c]. $\gamma$ [BG36, Gam33e, Gam75a, MP31]. $h$
[Gam39c]. $p$ [Gam32a].

-and [Gam33a]. -Disintegration [Gam33e, GT36]. -Excitation [Gam33e].
-Feinstruktur [MP31]. -levels [Gam32a]. -Particles [CG30, Gam33b].
-Ray [BG36]. -Rays [Gam30b, Gam75a, Rut27]. -Spektrum [MP31].
-Transformation [GT37]. -Transformations [Gam29d]. -Zerfalls
[Gam34a, Gam37b].

0 [Dys02]. 0-521-63009-6 [Per03]. 0-521-63992-1 [Per03]. 0-7382-0532-X
[Dys02].
Gam46c, Gam63a, Gam63b, Rut27, Gam63b, Ano44, GHJ47, Pom44.

Atome [Gam47a, Gam46c]. Atomic [FR13, Gam29c, Gam30a, Gam32f, Gam32c, Gam34j, Gam46a, Gam47b, GHJ47, Gam4xb, Gam31a, Har32, Pom44, RAC+29, CCJ+34, Gam28b, Gam29e, Gam29a, Gam31a, GH32, Gam32d, Gam32b, Gam33i, Gam34d, Gam34c, Gam34e, Gam35a, Gam37a, GBK48, GC49, Gam52b, Gam93b, Hou30, Rac35, vdB12, Gam35e, Smi61b]. atomiques [CCJ+34, Gam35e]. Atome [Gam31a]. atomic [FR13, Gam29c, Gam30a, Gam32f, Gam32c, Gam34j, Gam46a, Gam47b, CCJ+34, Gam4xb, Gam11a, Har32, Pom44, RAC+29, CCJ+34, Gam28b, Gam29e, Gam29a, Gam31a, GH32, Gam32d, Gam32b, Gam33i, Gam34d, Gam34c, Gam34e, Gam35a, Gam37a, GBK48, GC49, Gam52b, Gam93b, Hou30, Rac35, vdB12, Gam35e, Smi61b]. atomiques [CCJ+34, Gam35e]. Atome [Gam51a, Gam51g]. Atomen [Gam47a, Gam46c]. Atomic [FR13, Gam29c, Gam30a, Gam32f, Gam32c, Gam34j, Gam46a, Gam47b, GHJ47, Gam4xb, Gam11a, Har32, Pom44, RAC+29, CCJ+34, Gam28b, Gam29e, Gam29a, Gam31a, GH32, Gam32d, Gam32b, Gam33i, Gam34d, Gam34c, Gam34e, Gam35a, Gam37a, GBK48, GC49, Gam52b, Gam93b, Hou30, Rac35, vdB12, Gam35e, Smi61b]. atomiques [CCJ+34, Gam35e].
bursts [BBC+07]. butsurigaku [Gam42].

C [Alp12]. C. [GH45]. ca [Gam55b]. Calculability [Cer05]. calculated [Che94b]. Called [Gam63f, Gam64c, Gam67h, Sit64b, Sit64c, Sit64a].

Cambridge [Ano02, Boy93, Dys02, Hob02, Job54a, Per03, Coc46, Nye02].

Campbell [GHJ47]. Capture [Alp48, SCG08]. Carbon [Hoy54].

Calculated [Che94b]. Called [Gam63f, Gam64c, Gam67h, Sit64b, Sit64c, Sit64a].

Calculability [Cer05]. calculated [Che94b]. Called [Gam63f, Gam64c, Gam67h, Sit64b, Sit64c, Sit64a].

Carnegie [HPA97b]. Carpenter [Det55]. Case [Gam67a, Mis08], cassette [GS67].

Cambridge [Ano02, Boy93, Dys02, Hob02, Job54a, Per03, Coc46, Nye02].

Campbell [GHJ47]. Capture [Alp48, SCG08]. Carbon [Hoy54].

Cambridge [Ano02, Boy93, Dys02, Hob02, Job54a, Per03, Coc46, Nye02].

Campbell [GHJ47]. Capture [Alp48, SCG08]. Carbon [Hoy54].

Cambridge [Ano02, Boy93, Dys02, Hob02, Job54a, Per03, Coc46, Nye02].

Campbell [GHJ47]. Capture [Alp48, SCG08]. Carbon [Hoy54].

Cambridge [Ano02, Boy93, Dys02, Hob02, Job54a, Per03, Coc46, Nye02].

Campbell [GHJ47]. Capture [Alp48, SCG08]. Carbon [Hoy54].

Cambridge [Ano02, Boy93, Dys02, Hob02, Job54a, Per03, Coc46, Nye02].

Campbell [GHJ47]. Capture [Alp48, SCG08]. Carbon [Hoy54].
[MR86]. Cover [Nug54]. Creation
[Gam52a, Uns60, Gam52c, Gam61c, Gam04a, Stu13, Gam50a]. Criteria
[FB12a]. Critique [Ano05]. Crompton [Nug54]. crossings [GLS].
cryptographic [GY58]. Culture [Ano47]. current [Gam34a, Gam37b],
Currents [Opp28]. Curve [Gam30c].

D [Det55, Jud01, Oku02, GT56, GT58]. Danish [Gam42g, Gam68e]. largest
[GT58]. Darnton [Ano47]. Davidson [Gam69b]. day. Genes [Jud01].
depolarized [Luk70]. Death [Ano40, Ano47, GS42, Gam47d, Hun49,
M.40a, Mul41, Gam40b, Gam45a, Gam49b, Gam52b, Gam05]. Decay
[Gam32f, Lip86, Stu86, Stu97, Gam29b, Gam31b, Gam32e, Gam34a, Gam37b,
Gam34d]. Defect [Gam30c]. Defining [Mla98]. degree [GLI26].
del [GS42, Gam63a]. Delbrück [Cas12a, Cas12b, Seg11]. delta [Gam01a]. delta
[Gam32i]. d’energie [Gam33d]. Deoxyribonucleic [Gam54g, Gam54f].
destruction [Gam31b]. Determination [GR31]. Development
[Gam32f, Kra96a, Kuh67, Gam32d, Gam33i, Gam34d, Gam93b, Meh75].
Dialogue [Kra91b, Kra91a]. diameters [GR33]. diamètres [GR33]. Did
[Rub97, Wei13]. died [Ano69, Opé69]. Different [Gam41d]. Diffusion
[SST72]. Dirac [Gam33k, Kra91b, Kra91a]. Dirac/Gamow [Kra91a].
Discovery [BC05, Gra64, GA71, GN00, Nov07]. Discussion
[Gam29c, GNF+97, RAC+29, DGS+56]. discussions [CCJ+34].
Disintegration [CG30, Gam28a, Gam32g, Gam33e, GT36, GC28, GC29].
Dispersion [PG27]. Dispersionskonstanten [PG27]. DM
[Gam51b, Uns60]. Do [Gam42]. Alp73]. Doctrines [Gam42]. documentary
[GA71]. Does [Gam67b]. Donald [Det55]. done [Sab96]. Double [Wat02].
Drommeland [Gam42g]. Drop [Ano94, Stu94, Stu97]. Dualism [Gam40c].
Doublets [PG27]. durch [Gam31b, Gam80]. Dutch [Hum49, vdBS12].
Dynamics [BGK50, BGK51].

Early [AH90, Bet97, SCG08]. Earth
[Bin58, Dan65, Dix61, Dwi66, Fie59, Gla49, Mat42, PG66, HS39, Ano50a,
Gam41b, Gam42c, Gam42d, Gam42b, Gam48a, Gam54b, Gam58b, Gam59b,
Gam59d, Gam63f, Gam65c, Gam69a, C.48, K.62, Mat42, SKE54].
ébranlèrent [Gam68f, Gam01b]. ed [Luk70]. Eddington [Bek86]. Editor
[GT37, GT38a, GT39c, Gam67f, Gam67g, Mar08]. Edward
[Dys02, MF69, MW88]. effectifs [GR33]. effective [GR33]. Eighth [GF42].
Eineletronige [Gam51a, Gam51g]. Eins [GT56, GT58]. Einstein
[Ano05, Gam42a, Gam88a, Kle65, Rin09, Rin11, Wei13, Gam42]. electric
[Lon72]. Electricity [Gam67d, Gam67c]. electrokinetic [Rig06, Rig07].
electrons [Gam33k, Gam91]. Elektronen [Gam51a, Gam51g]. Elementary
[AG68, Gam67], Gam33c]. Elemente [Gam51a, Gam51g]. Elements
[Alp48, ABG48, AH48, BBFH57, Fre14, Gam34i, Gam34c, Gam41d, Gam42e,
Gam46b, Gam47c, Gam48e, Gam86, Hoy54, Lew34, SCG08, Wat48, AHG49b,
Cas12a, Det55, Dix61, Fre40, Gla49, Gla52, Har32, Hen63, Her66, Hoo93, Inf48, Joh54a, Joh54b, K.62, Kle66, Kuh67, Kuh67, M.40a, Mat42, Mat66, McC40, Mul41, Nug54, Ped12, Per03, PG66, Pol58, Pom44, Pra93, R.53, Ric71, Rog62, Sco07, Sha53, Sit64b, Sit64c, Smi61a, Smi61b, Stu71, Sus69, Uns60, Van53, Wil71, AH71, Alp73, Ano50b, Ano95, Azi67, Bar53, Ber68, BBC07, BCY95, Cas12b, Che95, Dan65, Dem07, Dwi66, Dys93, Fea62, Fre61, Fre94a, Fre94c, Gam55b, GG76, GNF97, GO06, Gre00, Gre90, HPA97a, Har01, Hob02, Huf09, Kle66, Kuh67, M.40a, Mat42, Mat66, McC40, Mul41, Nug54, Ped12, Per03, PG66, Pol58, Pom44, Pra93, R.53, Ric71, Rog62, Sco07, Sha53, Sit64b, Sit64c, Smi61a, Smi61b, Stu71, Sus69, Uns60, Van53, Wil71, AH71, Alp73, Ano50b, Ano95, Azi67, Bar53, Ber68, BBC07, BCY95, Cas12b, Che95, Dan65, Dem07, Dwi66, Dys93, Fea62, Fre61, Fre94a, Fre94c, Gam55b, GG76, GNF97, GO06, Gre00, Gre90, HPA97a, Har01, Hob02, Huf09, Kra05, Las62, Meg61, Meg62, Nan04, Nov07, Oku02, Pus96, Pus07, RSJ07, Rei72a, Rei72b, Rub97, Sab96, Sal96, Sch12a]. George [Seg11, Sha72, Sha07, Sta99, Tel97, Uns60, Van62, Wei68, Wei13]. Georges [Kra18]. Georgiy [Sco07]. Gerald [Ske54]. Gerhard [Igg66]. German [DG31, GI26, Gam28b, Gam29b, Gam29e, GH29, Gam29a, Gam31b, GH32, Gam34c, Gam34a, Gam38a, Gam38c, Gam47d, Gam49c, Gam54b, GT56, GT58, Gam60, Gam63b, Gam65a, Gam67b, Gam69a, Gam80, HS39, Hou30, MP31, PG27, Rac35, Uns60, vW35]. Germany [Gam51b]. Gets [GO06]. giant [Sha07, Gam45b, GK45]. Giants [Gam39b, GT39c, GL50]. Gino [Cas12a]. Girls [The01, Jud01, Wat02, Wat01]. Gödel [BPP+11, Rin09, Rin11]. governa [Gam10]. governs [Gam10]. gradients [Rig07]. Gravita [Gam10]. Gravitaatio [Gam64a]. Gravitation [Gam62e, Wei72a, Gam62e]. gravitational [Dir72]. Gravity [Gam56b, Gam61d, Gam62b, Gam62c, Gam67b, Gam67c, Gam67d, Gam67e, Gam02, Gam64a, Gam65b, Gam61a, Lam62, Hen63, Rog62]. Gravitacja [Gam65b]. great [Gam88a, Sch12b, GT39a, GT39b, GT39d]. Green [Dys93]. Grenzfragen [GT56, GT58]. Griffin [Det55]. Group [Far01]. Growth [Gam34j, Ske54]. Guide [Sha53]. guided [HG07]. Gustaf [Gam40e].


i.e [HPA97b]. Ice [Gam48f]. Ideas [Gam34g, Gam65a]. Ideen [Gam65a]. IEF [Rig07]. II [Gam51b, Rig07]. Illus [Joh54a, Sit64b]. illustrations
Ano55a, Sha53, Ske54, Van53]. **Moore** [Gam66c, Kuh67, Sha53].most
[Haw11, Jud01, Rog10]. **motion** [GLI26]. **Move** [GHJ47]. **Moving**
[GR31, Wei72b, Wei85]. **Moya** [Gam93c]. **Mr** [Ano02, Gre00, Hob02, Per03,
Gam11b, Gam12, Fre40, Joh54a, Joh54b, Ped12, Pom44]. **Mr.**
[Bar53, Ber68, Gam39c, Gam42g, Gam44b, Gam46c, Gam53e, Gam65d,
GY67, Gam80, Gam93a, Gam94, GO06, Rac35, Sta99, SG12, Boy93, Hoo93,
Ano44, Atw54, M.40b, Mat66, McC40, Pra93, R.53, Sus69], **muerte** [GS42].
**München** [Uns60]. **Muscles** [Gam67]. **Music** [Ano47]. **My**
[Gam70, AH71, Gam93c, Will1, Ric71, Stu71, Wil71]. **Mystery** [FR13].

N [Nug54]. **nach** [Gam60]. **Nachweis** [HS39]. **Nacimiento** [GS42]. **Naming**
[Gam68b, Kra14]. **Nathan** [Ske54]. **Nature** [Gam50b, Gam68c, Alp73].
**Near** [Gam4xa]. **Nebulae** [GT39a, GT39b, GT39d]. **Negative**
[BG61, Gam34h, Gam35b, YvdM72], **Nelson** [Igg66], **Neuere** [Hou30].
**Neumann** [vN96]. **Neutrimo** [CR72, GS41, Gam41d, GS46, Gam49c].
**Neutinos** [GS40, Gam1, Gam42h, Gam48g, Gam49c]. **Neutron**
[Alp48, GT38b, SCG08, HS39]. **Neutron-Capture** [Alp48, SCG08].
**Neutonen** [HS39]. **Neutrons** [Gam33f, Gam36c]. **Newton**
[Det55, Gam62e]. **Nich** [Gam63b]. **Nickel** [Hoy54].
**Niels** [Gam60, Kuh67, Gam60, Gam63d, Gam66c, Kuh67]. **Niemeyer** [Gam54h].
**Nightmares** [Pom44]. **ninetieth** [Che94a, Fre94c]. **niveaux** [Gam33d]. **No**
[Gam63b]. **Nobel** [Kra17]. **non** [Ped12]. **non-specialists** [Ped12].
**nonconservative** [GLI26]. **North** [Dys87]. **Note** [Gam29b, Rac35].
**nouveau** [SG12]. **Novae** [Gam38e]. **noyau** [Hei34]. **noyaux**
[CCJ+34, GR33, Gam35e]. **nucleares** [Gam33d, Gam36b]. **Nuclear**
[Ano94, BB36, Bet97, Gam28a, Gam30c, Gam32a, Gam32g, Gam33b,
Gam33g, Gam34g, Gam34h, Gam34i, Gam34c, Gam36a, Gam38d, Gam38b,
Gam39d, Gam39e, Gam47f, Gam75a, Gra64, Hoy54, Mla98, Ros72, Salt2,
Sal96, Stu94, Bey49, Gam32b, Gam32i, Gam33d, Gam35d, Gam36b, Gam37a,
GC49, GA71, Hug93, RSJ07, Stu13, Tuc72, vW35, Gam38a, Gam38c].
**nucleare** [Gam32i]. **nucleares** [Gam36a]. **Nuclei**
[BB36, DW48, Gam29c, Gam32c, Gam34f, Har32, LW46, RAC+29, Wat46,
CCJ+34, DG31, Gam31a, GH32, GR33, Gam33i, Gam34c, Gam34e, Gam35a,
Gam35e, Gam37a, GBK48, Rac35]. **Nuclear**
[Bre57, Gam54d, Gam55e, GRY56b, GRY56a, Gam57a].
**nucleocosmochronologies** [Fow72]. **Nucleoproteins** [DGS+56].
**nucleosynthesis** [AWCT09, Cla68, Cla83]. **Nucleus**
[FR13, Gam30a, Gam32f, Gam34j, Gam61a, Stu97, Gam28b, GH29, Gam29a,
Gam32d, Gam32h, Gam34d, GC49, Gam93b, Hei34, Hou30, vdB12, Meg61,
Sm61a, Sm61b]. **Numbers** [Alp73]. **Numerology** [GM54, Gam68c].

**O** [GHJ47]. **Obituary** [Ano68, Gam69b, Har07]. **Object** [GR31]. **Objects**
[Gam67]. **observability** [Gam27]. **Observational** [Gam68d]. **Observations**
[Gam50c, Fow72]. **Occasion** [Fre94a]. **Occurring** [Hoy54]. **October**

Possible [AG86, Fre40, GS40, Gam54f, Gam54g]. potassium [PG27]. Pt [Gam51b, Dys02, Joh54a, Sit64b, Smi61a]. Pre [Gor90, Ped12]. Pre-history [Gor90]. pre-university [Ped12]. Precious [FB12b]. precision [Tur08].

Predistoriya [Gor90]. preface [Cla83]. Prentice [Smi61a]. Prentice-Hall [Smi61a]. Present [Dix61, Gla49, Gam41b, Gam48a, Gam59b]. Press [Ano02, Boy93, Dys87, Hob02, Joh54a, Per03, Wil71]. Prevalence [Bla88].

Price [Dys02]. Priklyucheniy [Gam94]. Primordial [Gam54e, TTL07]. principal [PG27]. Principle [Gam49f, Gam27, Gam58c, Gam59c].

Principles [Cla68, Cla83, Gam40a, Pee93, Gam68a, Wei72a]. Prism [UM86b]. Prize [Ano56, Kra17]. probabilities [DG31]. Probability [BG36, Gam47f]. Problem [CGT38, GL50, Gam33j, Gam34d, GY56b, GY56a, Gam57a, GY58].

Problems [Cer05, Oku02, Gam35a, GBK48]. Proceedings [BCY95, MR86, BKST +07, CBKZ +09]. process [Gam32e, GN00]. Producing [Gam39a]. Production [Bet39, GT39e, Gam41d]. Prof [Ano56].

Professor [Ano68, Wei68]. Profile [Gre90]. Progress [Bai53, Det55].

Properties [Gam55f, Gam68d, MF69, CCJ +34]. propriétés [CCJ +34]. prospects [CR72]. Protein [Gam54g, GY55, GY56, GY58]. Proteins [Bre57, Gam54d, Gam55e, Gam54f, GY56b, GY56a, Gam57a].

Protogalaxies [AGH67, Gam54e, Gam53b]. Proton [Gam35b, Gam33c, Kav72]. proton-proton [Kav72]. Protons [Gam34h].


Quantenmechanik [GH29]. Quantentheorie [Gam28b, Gam29b, Gam29e, Hou30, Kuh67]. Quant [Gam01a]. quantica [Gam32i]. quantique [Gam68f, Gam01b]. Quantities [AG86]. Quantum [Azi67, Gam28a, Gam32b, Gam35d, Gam07, GC29, Her66, Kuh67, Mis08, Opp28, Gam28b, Gam29b, Gam29e, GH29, Gam66e, Gam66f, Gam68f, Gam68e, Gam72, Gam85, Gam01b, Gam01a, Haw11, Hou30, KLR13, Gam32i].


Quelques [GS67]. Questioners [Kuh67]. qui [Gam68f, Gam01b].

R [Det55, GHJ47, Ske54, Smi61b, Gam80]. Radiation [AGH67, Gam33a, AH90, Che94b, Gam31b, Nov07, Wil79, Alp12].

Radiations [RCE30, RCE51]. radioactifs [GR33]. Radioactive [Gam32f, Gam32g, Gam34i, GC28, GC29, Gam29b, GH29, Gam31b, GR33, Gam34b, Rut27, RCE30, RCE51]. radioactivists [Hug93]. Radioactivity [Gam30a, Gam32c, Gam31a, GH32, Gam46a, Gam47b, Gam11a, Har32].

radioaktiven [Gam32b, GH29, Gam31b]. Radioaktivität [GH32, Pau32]. Radioaktivn [Gam30a, Gam32c]. Radioastronomy [Rya06]. Rakete
Hay98, Kuh67, Nug54, Rog62, Sit64c, Sit64a, Ske54, URR86b, UM86a, UM86b, Web73, Nye02, Sab96, Sha07, Gla52, Det55, Nug54. *Sciences*

[Gam62f, Kra17, Nye02, Gor90]. *Scientific*

[Gam53g, Gam66d, Har01, Alp73, Bey49, HG07, Haw11, Pus07, Ano55b]. *Scientificities*

[Gam53g, Gam66d, Har01, Alp73, Bey49, HG07, Haw11, Pus07, Ano55b]. *Scientificities*
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